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BRT systems in African cities
Possible benefits of BRT for African cities

Example: Rea Vaya, Johannesburg
History

Short Term:
Accessible public transport for the disabled
A safe and secure public transport system
Affordable fares
Tool against road congestion and vehicle emissions
Efficient and frequent services
Recapitalisation of the public transport fleet
Medium-Term:
Containing urban sprawl
Promoting social inclusion instead of isolation
Job creation
Long-Term:

A BRT feasibility study was carried out in 2006
In August 2007, city leaders visited Bogota and Pereira in Colombia to
study the TransMilenio
The Johannesburg delegation included representatives of taxi associations,
technical advisors and government officials.
Launched: May 2010
Project key points
The Rea Vaya is running along dedicated lanes
Fully integrated into Johannesburg’s public transport
The system would feed into existing transport networks
Rea Vaya gives public transport at very competitive prices
Bus stations every 500 metres, with security officers and CCTV cameras
linked to a BRT control room

Economic development around the areas of operation
Promotes compact growth of the city
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Purposes of the PTNG
• To support the objectives of the Public Transport Strategy and
Action Plan
• To provide funding for accelerated construction, improvement of
public and non-motorised transport infrastructure that form part of
a municipal integrated public transport network and to support the
 Planning
 Regulation
 Control
 management and
 operations of financially sustainable municipal public transport
network services.
• Not only for infrastructure
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The 8 metros …. and Rustenburg
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PLANNING IMPLEMENTATION STAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning and operational design
Conceptual design of the project
Adoption and implementation of consultancy studies
Funding for the project
Design and construction of the infrastructure required
Definition of fleet, vehicle types, ITS
Promotion to the community and all actors involved in the
project
• Negotiation with traditional transport operators
• Contracting of transport operators, fare collection and ITS
operators
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OPERATIONAL STAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service Planning – Contract with RLM & OP license
Operation Control and coordination with other entities
Supervision of the Operators
Quality Control
Maintance of Supervision to Infrastructure
Supervision to ITS and Fare Collection System
Promotion to the users
Future expansion of the BRT System
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What is planned for Rustenburg
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•
•
•

Population around 650,000 inhabitants
(IDP 2017)
The economy of Rustenburg as a
secondary city is growing at 7th largest.
The vehicle growth is 4% to 6%
considerably higher compare with same
size cities.
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Context

The first step in the process of designing an improved public transport system
has been to understand the key land use, population and travel
characteristics of RLM
The population in RLM is located largely on an
axis shaped as a “V” formed by Rustenburg CBD at
the base and the R510 road corridor to the
northeast and R104-R565 to the northwest.

Two main public transport corridors in the
municipality are:
- R510 with one-way 12-hour public transport
passenger flows in the order of 34,000 to 50,000
- R24/R565 corridor in the order of 30,000 to
57,000 passengers one-way in a 12-hour period
- Next highest volume corridors are R24 (7,500
pax), D108 (7,000 pax), R104/N4 southeast of CBD
(6,000 pax)
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Full RRT Network
BRT SEGREGATED LANES
MAIN ROUTE (6)
DIRECT (19)
FEEDER (26)

51 ROUTES
100,000
passenger trips

STANDARD
125
115
10 km
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RRT Network Phasing
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BRT Station locations
•

•
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32 stations
over 40Km
with
dedicated BRT
lanes
Servicing 6
Main routes
in and out of
the CBD

Station Design: Front view
• Stations to be constructed – single and double
• Concrete, glass and steel design
• 4.5 – 6m width and 45m long (single station) in
middle of road
• All linked via fibre-optic cables, CCTV and wireless
technology to the TMC

Strong emphasis on pedestrian
safety, crossings and universal
access
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Totem – station
name &
information
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Typical single station in location

• Pedestrian walkways and cycling paths are being
incorporated along some of the routes.
• Bicycle lock-up stands will be incorporated at selected
stations to integrate non-motorised transport (NMT)
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CBD & Central Station
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CBD & Central Station

- An integrated plan for CBD with Public
Transport, Parking policy, Freight
managment plan, NMT and universal
access.
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NMT
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Transit Oriented Development

• New development called Boitekong Ext
16 Integrated Development
• Mixed-use land project (residential,
offices & retail)
• RRT Station in front of the development
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2011
Jul-Dec
Preliminary
discussions

2012

2012-2014

Jan–Jun Jul–Dec Jan-Jun
Taxi Interim Structure
Formed TIS – MOU
signed

Appoint
Experts

Jul-Dec

2015-2017
Jan-Jun

Jul-Dec

2018
Jan-Jun

Jul–Dec

Affected
Assoications

Taxi Negotiating Forum
formed
MOU signed

INTERIM BOC
Affected
Operators

Business
Evaluation
Compensation
negotiations
Operating companies
formed

Compensati
on pay-outs
– phased

Contract options &
negotiation

Operating
contract
signed

Job and opportunity mapping
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Employment
commences

Determining Affected Operators
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RULLDTA

BAMTA

NOSTOA
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Taxis & Bojanala Bus
• Agreement on Participation Framework
– Who is to be compensated?
• Agreement on Rationalisation Plan
– Agreement with Province on RLM Area OLs
– Both for O-D trips within & outside network
(Rationalisation Plan)
• Agreement of Bus Operator Contract
– Current contract period?
– Extent of routes affected?
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Taxi Industry Transition Highlights
•

•
•
•
•
•
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June 2012 – Taxi Interim Structure
formed and experts appointed for
industry
December 2012 – MOU Signed between
RLM and TIS
Ongoing Data Collection
Sign-off achieved on all taxi routes
Criteria for determining Directly Affected
Operators (DAO’s) under review
Launching the TNF (Taxi negotiating
forum) at the end of November

Licencing, Route Allocation and Entry Regulations
A.1 What are the factors limiting the municipality from applying for the functions of issuing
operating licences?
The long terms strategy is to establish the municipal regulatory entity – issue of staff migration,
business processes and revenue sharing
A.2 If the National Department of Transport was to assign the powers of issuing operating licenses
and allocation of routes to municipalities, what resources would the municipality require? And is
the municipality equipped to undertake such functions? If not, mention the reasons?
The Municipality would require business process staff complement – and establishment of a
municipal entity to as agency to regulate OLs
A.7 Are the current measures undertaken by the municipalities to identify the public transport
needs sufficient?
Improvement can be through more competitive public transport options which can be promoted
by municipalities
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With respect to bus rapid transit system (“BRT”) and municipal buses. There are allegation that
routes are outdated and are not responsive to the changing needs of the commuters. Thus BRT
and municipal buses have low capacity utilisation. Please indicate how can government determine
routes and ensure that they are responsive to the changing needs of the commuters?
Corridors are selected based on potentially high patronage , spatial transformation and impact of
quality of life to majority of residents.
Integrated planning and stakeholder engagement critical in all areas of government and external
parties
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Transport planning
What is the current status in as far as the implementation of the proposed IRPTNs?
• First Services are expected in early 2019
What challenges has the municipality together with the different spheres of government encountered in
implementing the IRPTNs and developing the ITPs?
• Corridors take time to develop
• Full buy in of all stakeholders
• Support from other government stakeholders
What measures can be put in place to ensure that capacity is developed for the successful implementation of the
IRPTNs and the development of ITPs?
• Section 78 Study to be commissioned to address the issue of Transport Service Delivery Mechanism
Transformation
Identify the top 5 critical inputs for the municipal buses including the suppliers of municipal buses.
What are the existing bottlenecks for transformation across the value chain?
• Supply Chain
• Balance between empowering local SMMEs while advancing the local operators
How best can meaningful participation of historically disadvantaged individuals be achieved in the industry?
•

Assist in the formalisation of the operators
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The suitability of BRT in smaller cities
• BRT are not sustainable – patronage should be optimised while minimising
infrastructure capital costs
• Subsidised transport service are provided to limited few will do not benefit core
beneficiaries

D.3 What options are available to promote integration between BRT and taxis
• Municipalities can rationalise services on routes and restructure taxi operations into
optimised transport entities that which
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Some Thoughts
•

Public–private sector partnerships





•

Traditional vs. Strategic Project Management





•

Process-oriented = means > end
Result-oriented = end > means
Aim for transparent process + effective results
More than investment financing, skills transfer, “privatisation” of what should be in the
public domain etc. - more an equal level of caring and commitment towards a project.

Traditional project management – time, cost, spec – closed system
“Strategic” project management – dealing with change and uncertainty – open system
Both crucial on IPTN projects, perhaps strategic somewhat more so (or just more lacking)
Get flying – then ensure you’re flying in (more or less) the right direction

All the best intentions …
 Not “just” a transport project – impacts on all aspects of city life and development
 Just how many objectives can be considered, never mind achieved in IPTNs?
 Spatial restructuring, economic development, employment creation, CBD revitalisation,
transformation and empowerment of the minibus-taxi industry, addressing public transport
subsidies, devolving transport functions to municipalities, improving accessibility ???
 What trade-offs are made and why – need to be articulated
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Challenges
Primary challenges included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objection on the construction of the Central Station (Town planning)
Delays on land acquisition, EIAs and appointment of depot design
consultants
Financial mismatch between infrastructure development phase and
allocations
ITS Cost savings to accommodate available budget
Operational Delays
Community disruptions/protests
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